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Poor attendance at parking meeting
By _Jackie Humphries

An open hearing sponsored by
the Board of Control, concerning
the future of the library parking
lot drew less than ten Central
students last Monday afternoon.
Grupe Conference Center had a
sparse group comprised of the
Board of Control members, Crier
representatives, college administration and a few students.
The purpose of the meeting was
for the BOC to gain a better
understanding of the parking lot
controversy and to hear the
opinions of students, before the
members prepared a
written
statement to be presented to the
Parking and Traffic Committee
and the Building and City Development Committee.
The primary spokesman for the
college during the hour-long presentation was Gil Braida, Facilities
Planning Director and chairman of
the Site Development Commitee.
He began by explaining the
history of the area which now has
the Library, Instructional Building
and large undeveloped area of land
to the north of them and south of
14th Avenue.
During the 1969-70 academic
year this was a residential area
that the college obtained through
urban renewal and it was stripped
with the intention of further
college construction. The first
general plan at that time did call
for a type of parking lot. In the fall

of 1973 the construction began.
When it concluded last spring
there was a "subtle transition
between construction vehicles and
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faculty and staff vehicles that
gradually included students and
other persons who were using the
library."
In Oct. 1973 a Long Range
Parking Plan was submitted to the
Parking and Traffic committee and
in April 1974 to the Site Develop-

ment Committee. In it was listed which is a stronger, more effective
parking lot development priorities light than provided by the city.
Braida said there is a plan for a
· as follows: Lot D, Lot J., Lot C-1,
Lot E-2, Lot A, Lot F and Lot C-2. small parking lot directly to the
Braida emphasized the cost of the north of the library which would
project in 1964 was $675,000, and have approximately 20-25 parking
that the cost has -increased since spaces. Its purpose, he said, would
probably be for delivery, drop-off
that time.
In the current planning stage is parking and handicapped stua parking lot to the far north of the dents.
When questioned about the
library leaving enough room for
further construction· of buildings present lot he explained the
and a grassy mall. The plan is to
erect a 75-foot flag pole in the
center of a large grassy area.
Braida said, "To have parking
around a flag pole would not only
be compromising to the area but
the whole campus -as well."
Braida admitted that much of
the par.king lot discussions of late
has centered on night time sec~
ity. "We do have plans and money
for correction of the problem and
we are currently investigating
more lights around the perimeter
of the area.''
He stated there is no lighting at
all between the .library and the
Walnut Street Mall at this time.
To complete a job of adequate
construction of_ additional lights
would cost $150,000. The college
doesn't have the funding at this
time. Ironically, he later disclosed workmen currently picking up
there is $64,000 to be used for · rocks iii the area are part of the
landscaping purposes in the vicin- original contractor's agreement to
ity of the two buildings. This leave the area surface relatively
money cannot be used for lighting flat for preparation of further
though. He explained .the existing landscaping.
lights have .2 foot-candle power
The "trench" controversy was
explained by Braida to have been
the result of observations made
last year while the construction
equipment was in the area. When
the first bad weather hit, the
equipment started getting stuck
because the soil was a muddy,
bogP' composition and "we felt
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Audit errors discovered

Food Service officials res •1gn
By Jackie Humphries

Central officials released information last week explaining the
circumstances surrounding two
food service resignations this fall.
The food service officials who·
resigned following disclosure of
financial irregularities in their
department will not be prosecuted
according to Kittitas County Pros.
Atty. Joseph Panittoni.
The resigned officials are Ray
Ayers, former food service director who ran· the caterting
service and Marshall Erickson, an
assistant in the food service
department.
An internal audit of the department disclosed two financial irregularities. One discrepancy involved the use of college-purchased
food stuffs in a private catering
service run by one former official
-and sale of a side of college-bought

beaf to an Ellensburg restaurant
one-third as his own profit.
by the other resigned official.
The $2448 returned to the
Assistant Atty. Gen. Steve .college by Ayers represented his
Milam said the side of beef was
profit from 1970 through last
sold to the restaurant in 1973· with
summer, according to Milam.
a check made payablt: to Erickson
William Lipsky, college informabut the money wasn't deposited in tion officer explained Ayers intenthe college's account.
ded no fraud whatsoever, reimburAccording to Milam the money sing the school for its costs and
was repaid Central last Aug. 13.
pocketing what was received
Ayers and Erickson resigned beyond that as profit. Ther was no
approximately at that time. The explanation as to why the side of
total restitution ma.~e Central was beef was sold to a local restaura··t
$2926, including $2448 from the or if the owner was made aware ot'
catering service.and $148 from the the sale's impropriety.
beef sale. The other $330 was
Panattqni said that the school
found in a filing cabinet in the food had conducted its own investigaservice department.
tion, without advising involved
Milam further said Ayers, as a parties of their legal rights when
matter of practice, the past questioned, virtually none of the
several years has be~n giving the evidence could be used in prosecucollege two-thirds of the returns of tion.
his catering service, figuring that
"If it got any bigger, our office
was a fair amount for the college- might get interested," the prosepurchased food. He kept the other . cuting attorney speculated.

"We do have

plans and money
for correction

of the problem.•. "

that to save the college and the
students towing costs, it would be
easier to close off the area.'' He
said the cost of digging the
trenches was $77 ,20. The decision
was not made unilaterally--th~
business office, Site and Development committee, traffic committee, physical plant and facilities
planning all had a say in the final
decision.
When asked if the "boggy"
condition of the soil would hamper
further building construction in
the area he said that soil samples
did indicate only light construction
could be used in the area, such as
smaller buildings or parking lots
or landscaping. The present library is further south than originally planned due to soil conditions to
the north of it.
The original long-range plan for
Ce~tral' s building and site development included the closing of
14th Avenue to through traffic
with major modifications between
Nicholson Pavilion and the Home
Economics building to the south of
it. This plan was based on an
enrollment figure of 13-15,000
students by 1980.
Braida concluded his remarks by
saying that if all committees and
necessary administration
gave
their approval of the parking lot
the earliest that money appropriations and construction would take
place would be June 1977 unless'
there is some tragedy before
then.
- Other officials fear that if
temporary gravelled lot would be
constructed in the controversial
area that permanent parking lot
construction would be hampered
as it would only present another
cost for the college to contend
with.

a

Central trustee
iniured on iob
A member ,of Central's Board
of Trustee's, Paul Schaake, 29, of
Ellensburg, was seriously burned last week in an industrial
accident.
Schaake, vice-president of Schaake Packing Co., received serious burns to the hands and face,
and other burns over the rest of
his body, when he tried to shut
off a leaking propane gas line at
the packing plant.
The leaking propane was ignited when it came in contact
with an open flame on a nearby
asphalt paver.
Schaake was diagnosed as
having second and third degree
burns, and has been taken to the
Burn Center at Harborview
Hosp~t!.l in Seattle.

Schaake is one of the newest
Trustees on the Board, having
been appointed by Gov. Evans
last spring.
President Brooks called the
accident tragic and stated, "I am
obviously . deeply
concerned.
Paul is a valuable member of the
college community and Ellensburg. I am thankful to know he
will fully recover, although I am
told it will take a great deal of
time. I certainly wish him a
speedy recovery."
President Brooks added that
the regular meeting of the Board
will be held this Friday as
scheduled. The president said
three Trustees constitute a quorum, and a delay would not serve
any purpose.

E-burg_eolice chief saY.s that

Campus police should be armed
Bernard E. Jensen
"If the campus police is going to
' .maintain _it's identity as a police
department I think it's obligation
is to be armed and ready to
respond to whatever arises,' said
Chief Larry Loveless of the
Ellensburg Police Department.
The chief, a graduate of the FBI
Academy, explained that Central's
police department was part of a
mutual aid pact which was set up
by the county and agencies within
the county, on a state-wide basis.
The pact provides that an agency
needing help may request assistance from other agencies; those
agencies able to respond do so.
If a campus policeman was
unarmed, he'd have to make a trip
to pick up his weapon before he
could respond, with the loss of
time in a critical situation, said
Loveless.
.
The mutal aid pact also works
the other way. "If Chief Pickles
has something he can't handle, he
has only to invoke the mutual aid
pact, and he has all the help he
needs," said the chief.
~Loveless joined the Ellensburg
Police Department as its chief in
February, 1975. He had been with
the Kent, Wash., Police Department for 11 years. He was a
lieutenant when he left to take his
present position.
"If they (the college) don't want
the police department to carry
weapons, to be police officers,
they'll have to change their way of
operation," said Loveless.
He also raised the question of
students' guns in the dorms, an
issue he said had been largely
ignored in the present controversy.
Chief Loveless also discussed the
relationship between his department and the one on campus,
marijuana and problem areas
involving the campus.
Loveless sees the relationship
between the two police departments to be one of working
together because the college is
encompassed by Ellensburg.
"There's a ·need· for each to know
wha.t the other is doiJ!g," he said.
A bicycle stolen on campus could

foupd and auctioned in town
;.ithout the college police knowing
.a bout it if there was no communication, explained the chief.
"When you have a controversy,
there's a doubt in everyone~s mind
about whether it should be enforced," said Loveless ·about drug
laws. "But as long as it's listed as a
crime, law enforcement is obligated by mandate to enforce it."
He said he thought there was a
drug problem here, but couldn't
telI how serious it was. "But when
it's enough to be recognized as a
problem, it's serious," he commented. The chief said he thought
much of the marijuana controversy came from judges who felt it
wasn't as serious as it was made
out to be. Other questions are also
being raised by the nationwide
trend towards decriminalization of

Talk on China given
Twenty members of the American Society of Newspaper Editors
vfaited mainland China last spring
in a program sponsored by the
Asia Foundation in San Francisco.
Chief translator for the trip was
Dr. John Hager, director of
planning for the foundation, who
was at Central last Thursday
speaking to a mass media class
about the China tour.
Hager had also held a slide show
the previous evening and scheduled the next day's talk to expound
on the trip as well as to give the
students practical experience in
addressing a speaker at a press
conference.
' A graduate of Princeton, Hager
has been chairman of the Chinese
Department at Pamona, California, and spent the month-long tour
as an interested observer besides
translating for the group.
Speaking in the L&L Lounge,
Hager said that the group went to
mainland China for a number of
reasons: "Although the Chinese
government planned everything
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marijuana. Enforcement of drug
laws is a problem, too, because of
manoower shortag-es.
Loveless saw one of the main
problem areas to be that of
different jurisdictions and the
question of which court system
each police department operated
under. Because the college is a
state agency, everything goes
through Justice Court. Except for
state charges, all city cases are
handled through Municipal Court.
Another problem area he was
was traffic enforcement. While the
campus police are charged with
responsibility for campus criminal
activity, the city police are charged with traffic enforcement, he
said. It can be frustrating to the
campus police to see a traffic
offense and not be able to do
anything about it.

for our visit, it was the ASNE that
had written them asking to be
allowed to visit," he noted.
Hager commented that most of
the editors were from small-andmedium-sized dailies "but some of
the editors were from larger
newsp~pers, also."
According to Hager, who answered several questions pertaining to the current structure of
Chinese political philosophy, "the
people in China seem to be
well-fed, · relatively happy, and
essentially provided for by the
government."
"We weren't really allowed to
talk with any of the citizens for
very long and we didn't take any
pictures," Hager stated, "but the
people appear to be getting along
alright."
Television sets are located in
some of the hotel lounges but
Hager pointed to something they
have which might be considered
quite alien to American communications systems:
"Throughout
the country, the government has
erected loudspeakers over which
is broadcast a variety of patriotic
music and inspirations."
"Newspapers there are almost
exclusively an organ of the government,'' he said, "and they look like
it. The press in China is in the
administrative wing of the government."

It's ineVitable .. •
it's gonna snow
colder the air gets, the less
moisture or water content in the
clouds. Consequently, a temperature below zero is less likely to
Ho~ many times a day do you
hear someone trying to guess .h~ve snow than say between 10-32
when it is going to snow? Based on · degrees Fahrenheit.
mathematical probability, I suppose that sooner or later, they are
The darker the cloud, the more
going to be right, because as we all the moisture it has in it. The more
know, it snows in Ellensburg.
moisture the cloud has, the more
snow we are likely to get.
Yet, I wonder, how many really
Ellensburg averages about nine
understand what snow is. I didn't,
so I talked to Dr. Joel .Andress in inch.e s of snow _a year, while
the Geography Dept. and found Snoqualamie Pass averages 100
inches and Cle Elum about 20
out.
inches. Dr. Andress explained
Snow is quite different from the Ellensburg doesn't get more snow
woes· of the mailmen, sleet and hail because of the natural protection
in many resnect.s.
the foothills around us affords. He
said the smoother topography
First of all, snow is not frozen causes less rising of air. Rising air
rain.
It is formed by cloud cools faster which can and does
droplets freezing into crystaline cause more snow to fall.
forms, usually six-sided, which
Some people, acco~ding to Anthen lazily drops to earth.
dress, can smell snow coming,
Snow is caused by the interact- while others can feel it in their
ion of warmer and colder air. The bones.
warmer air which carries more
Concluding, I asked Dr. Andress
moisture is cooled by colder air
if he would like to make a
and the cooling gives us snow.
prediction of whether or -not it was
going to snow hard in Ellensburg
Hail is not crystaline and is
this year.
Unfortunately, he
frozen rain drops which have been
wouldn't quite commit himself to
frozen and re-frozen repeatedly.
The frozen layered sphere is any firm statement.
By Gayl Curtiss

tossed vertically in clouds until it
is finally so heavy, the cloud can no
longer support the weight and
down it comes. Hail is made up of
concentric layers and if you cut a
hailstone open, it would look like
an onion.
Sleet is rain that freezes on the
way down. The rain falls from a
warmer level to a colder one and
arrives as frozen rain. It freezes
closer to the ground than hail, it is
not layered, nor is it repeatedly
frozen. In Ellensburg, we don't
get a great deal of sleet, and when
we do, it is usually the stuff that
freezes like armour plate on your
car windows.
Getting back to snow, I asked
Dr. Andress about the old cliche
you always hear, that it can get too
c-0ld to know and asked him it it
were true.
He answered
by explaining.
th~
.
-

All I can say is, if you keep
saying it long enough, or loud
enough, it will certainly snow
sooner or later. Just when, who is
to know?

Magician
cancelled
The performance of Mandrake
the Magician, scheduled for tonight at Morgan Junior High
School, has been cancelled.
Roger Glaser, president of the
Rodeo City Kiwanis Club, sponsor
of the show, said the veteran
vaudeville magician is hospitalized
in his hometown, Vancouver, B.C.
Shows were to be at 3:30 pm and
8 pm today and proceeds were to
benefit the Ellensburg High School band and other various Kiwanis
community service projects.

Jts
·restaurant
south canyon
925-4545

sunday

ruby

sp~cials:

;oe's special, french bread, bloody mary $32!
bar-b-que beef ribs, french bread, beer $2U.

Wondering about GI benefits

Veterans affairs discussed by student advisor
By Clint Robbins
Of the 80,000 women Vets
across the country, Kelly noted
that some were attending classes
at Central. ..Many students receiving benefits through the social
security program are ·here and
women veterans are also taking
advantage of aid."
Not many of thr, veterans
attending Central ..-e from World
War Twn nr Korea. but there are
some. "Most of the vets from
those eras have used their GI Bill
benefits, but some haven't and are
just as eligiole as the vets from the
Vietnam era," exolained Kelly.
"Veterans have 10 years from ,
their separation from the service
to use the GI Bill, and unfortunately, only about one-third have used
their benefits.''
Some of the veterans on campus·
are receiving assistance under the
Vocational Rehabilitation program
and these vets, like all others,
sometimes find a little difficulty in
adjusting to civilian life.
"There are many problems in
. coming back to school, but for the
most part, there is no resentment
among the vets. However, most of
the vets don't look to be identified
as such,' stated Kelly. 'That is the
difference between World War
Two veterans, and the vets from
the Vietnam era~"
Kelly said this" is the reason
behind the older servicemen's
organizations having so much
trouble in recruiting new members. "Older organizations are
having a hard time attracting the
. v~~rans from 1_962 to the _present.
"Vietnam vets want to do their
own thing and are turned off by
the Dag waving of grqups like the
American Legion and the VFW,"
noted Kelly.
He pointed out, however, that

these organizations "have done
veterans. The major field of study ·
choices are wiaespread.
niuch for the Vietnam veterans
and have much to offer. As in ,
..Most Qf the - majors lie in
any other organization, if prospecbusiness administration, aerotive members don't like what's
space, law and justice, and teach-.
happening, they should join and
ing," expounded Kelly. "Veterans
change it."
can also use their benefits for
Kelly said that veterans on
flight training, but they must have
campus are represented by the · their private pilots license."
, Veterans Student Union, which is
veterans without _high school
asssociated · with the Veterans
diploma can obtain one at Central
Affairs Office, but not the same.
and then_g<_>_on '!.it~ _cE!l~w~!:_k-:
- 'Als~- - ·assistfo.g" veterans is
"Many of the vets don't have a
Friends in Service to Humanity
good understanding of what a
.(FISH). . -This _gl"O\!P. located in
college education can do for the_l!l_·
downtown Ellensburg, has been
"We'll stay with them until they
around when many vets really
get the degree they want from
needed them.'
Central. We'll endeavor to explain
to
them their rights and obliga- ·
In affirming that, Kelly noted
tions so they get the most out of
that a dance will be held in ,the
their benefits." · \
SUB Ballroom on November 24
from nine to twelve o'clock. "For
Kelly, who was a captain in the
admission we ask that dancers
Army, handles the outreach re-·
bring non-perishable f~ which
cruiting for the Central Veterans.
we will donate to FISH. This
"I recruit the veterans from
group distributes food to people
who need it and demand no
payment," explained Kelly.
Central' s Veterans' Affairs
Office was eligible this year for
some federal money because of the
large number of vets enrolled. "1~
percent of the total enrollment is
veteran so we got some assistance
ourselves from the gEvern~ent,"
· This Thursday evening at 7 pm
said Kelly.
in the Grupe Conference, another
To be eligible for help under the seminar in the series, "Woman,
GI Bill for the Vietnam era, a
Our Changing Sense of Self' will
serviceman must have completed be presented by a panel discussing
at least 180 davs of active duty to whether or not to have children.
receive some- help or 18 months to
Two weeks prior to this was the
get the total amount of help.
occasion for a stimulating interchange between those present
"Most of the services are .really
who participated in a total aud- .
pushing education for veterans
ience interaction format, lead by
and the people still in the service
Shannon Eberhart, focusing on
can also work on their college
"Developing Sexual Values". This
_edu~tion while serving."
generated , a tremendous sense of
Kelly stated that veterans enthe
other beside one, who was able
tering Central are very similar to
to offer themselves quickly and
students coming directly from
succinctly, be means of the value
high school. "It's a mixed bag as
clarification exercises.
far as class standing of the
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you visi_t_ us.
keep up the
good work at ho~e.
In our salon we use scientifically formulated
Redken products. We believe Redken's
aciribalanced,. protein polypeptide enriched
products offer the best care we can give your
hair. And now we invite you to· try Redken
hair and skin care products yourself at
home.

In our Retail Center you'll also find a complete selection of Redken
complexion aids- including pH Plus, a complete ~ollection of acidbalanced skin treatments formulated with collagen protein
derivatives, vitamins, minerals and other
beneficial ingredients; Amino Pon Beauty Bar,
the acic(b_alanced, protein-enriched' -wheatbasednon- soap; and other hard-working beauty
•
~ essentials.
For fantastic care for at home cuts ask for

@REDKEN

Patty, Libby, or Janell.

corner of 3rd & Sampson . 962-2550
THREiE

THANKSGIVING
TURKEY RAFFLE
~
Tickets are on sale now through
November 23rd for the Asian
Student Union sponsored Turkey
Raffie. The drawing will be held
Nov. 24th in the SUB pit at noon.

••.
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Our audience returned in its
numbers last week to interact with ·
Jon Mier of the Sociology Department as he enthusiastically invited
us to examine the c-rigin of sex
roles in Western Society. Sexism
was to be seen, he felt, as a
mythical creation of our time and
as such relatively new. He identified the pre-industrial period as one
in which all activities were equally
shared, where women were the
butchers, doctors and millers and
shared in the' guilds, as did men. ·
Industrialization brought the ideology of domestication with it, and
the . invention of childhood, as
previously children were treated

as little adults following a short
period of infancy~ Thus· was
initiated the role of housewife for
which the period of apprenticeship
is the longest ever.
Referring to Ann Oakley's book
Woman's Work, Meir noted how
we label and stereotype Blacks
and women in terms of how we
label children. For
example,
Blacks and women are c()nfined to
traditional jobs, as children are to
subordinate roles.
Meir tried to look ahead to a
future concept of the family as thc;.4of "chosen friends" and the evening concluded in small, eager
discussion groups of people.

"SOUND RBPRODUCTIONIS OUR ONLY·~····••"

,

·960 ·Turntable
with
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KA.;,8006 .
STEREO
. AMPLIFIER
70 Watts per channel;
Mfnlmum RMS at 8
ohms; 20-20k Hz with
no more than 0.2%
to,tal harmonic distortion.
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Stop by our Redken_Retail Center for all your home ha.ir c~~_e _n~e_ds
including Amino Pon Shampoo, the cond!t.ioning shampoo .used by ·
our hair stylists; Climatress Moisturizing Crem'e Protein Conditioner,
Amino Pon Firm Hold Hairspray and other fine acid-balanced,
protein polypeptide enriched Redken products.

CAMPUS CRIER

amount of credit hours they take.
Kelly explained that a vet with 18
months active duty is granted 36
months of assistance with their
college work.
"However, that has been changed for the better beCause a bill
passed Congress which grants
Veterans 45 months of assistance
for the same amount of active
duty;• said Kelly.
Kelly noted that the main
requirement of the veteran receiving assistance for education is to"notify us of any changes in their
programs or hours.
-

Part One in a series of articles
on feminism a·n d the s·e x roles

Aft~r

pi'S -hair designers

around: Ellensburg who - aren;t
using their money. I let them
know that it is available and
.explain to them the benefits of a
college education."
Henry Romero, veterans' program assistant Ill, is the certification officer at Central. Romero
certifies the .. incoming vets and
assists them with their benefits by
making sure that· the veterans
receive their allocation.
Veterans Administration Representative J.P. Leghorn takes care
of 'the whole scene for the V.A.
from-Washington, D.C." Leghorn
explains the advantages to the
Vets of programs such as home
loans, pensions, disability compensation, and other governmentsponsored assistance for the veteran.
· Different rates are granted to
veterans depending on the amount
of dependents they hav~ and the .
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Listen to the Infinite maze of
stereo equipment and you, wtll
appreciate ·fine sound of
velvet. MT1, an exceptional
_ quality speaker by DFS with
smoothness and efficiency.
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analysis

L\8RARY

.Cam pus Iighting:
no priority?
It is always amusing to study human behavior and reason only to
conclude that such analysis is not · possible. Just when I think I
understand it, I realize I don't. The BOC parking hearing last week
provided some fine examples of this philosophy of mine:
First, the college has received $64,000 for immediate minimal
lamj.scaping around the new library. The college doesn't have adequate ·
lighting and the cost to install lighting is roughly $150,000 BUT we can't
transfer landscaping funds to help defer lighting costs.
A spokesman for Student Village, primarily Kennedy Hall, said two
out of three students would rather have a grassy area for a flag pole,
rose gardens and memorials than a parking lot. Maybe the first
memorial should be to Susan Rancourt--who knows !>y that time we may
be able to erect a few more for students who died in· the line of obtaining
an education?
The speaker that day indicated students used to walk 850 feet from A
lot to the former library and now they need only walk 1000 feet from D
lot to the new library. He didn't mention though, that students are in the
area now of heavy vehicle traffic, and large patches of undeveloped,
inadequately lighted ground or if they take a short-cut they walk near
the Ganges and around poorly lit buildings.
He emphasized the slow process for appropriation of funds unless
something tragic happened to speed up the process. How much more
tragic a situation (short of murder) do we need than what we have now?
No one wants to be accountable for making -the decision to dig
trenches--no one wants to explain why there isn't enough lighting--no
one wants to ·take a stand.
That leaves it up to the students again. Think about it the next time
you are walking the dark path to the library. Remember there is only
· one Central Police officer on the night shift four days out of seven and
there are only four Ellensburg policemen on graveyard shift per night.
But then this really isn't a city problem, it is ours. And its time we solve
it.

Jackie Humphries

Hall.
3. Installation of general lighting in the yards around the Library and Instructional buildings.

7. Walnut Mall west of Art.
· 8. Street between Kamola and _
McConnell:
9. Area to the north of Quigley
Hall.
10. Parking Lots E-1 and E-2.

Additional lighting projects
which are funded and are currentThe above areas are recogn,ized
ly in either design or construction .
as being below the desirable
are:
Exterior lighting has always
lighting level for this campus,
been a design criterion in all
which is one foot-candle. Not only
1. Walkway lighting between
construction projects, especially Chestnut Street and 14th Avenue, are design drawings being preparthose involving extensive land- south of Hogue· Technology.
ed for the deficient areas for which
scaping development.
Projects
2. Lighting under the Walnut funding is non-existent, but ,so are
such as the Urban Renewal Street Trestle.
plans being made to proceed with
Development; completed in 1972,
3. Lighting in Parking Lot D. the requisition of funding through
and the Walnut & 8th Ave. Mall
requests to the State Legislature.
Development, completed in 1974,
In the above areas, upon · com- It is solely due to a lack of
are indications of what has been pletion, lighting levels will bP. sufficient funding that more in the
done by the administration to ~ncreased to a level equivalent to way of lighting improvements has
improve the nighttime visibility that which exists on 8th A venue at not been accomplished in the
problem. Even in its present this time.
recent past. Perhaps the Rancourt
uncompleted status, campus light-tragedy will serve to secure the
ing is superior to many nearby
A number of other areas · have attention of those legislators who
off-campus areas, including most. been identified which should re- have in the past not supported
residential streets in the citv.
projects encompassing lighting
ceive additional fixtures, but for
improvement
on this campus.
to
do
so,
are
being
lack
of
funding
Since the beginning of the year,
Every effort will be made to bring
the following projects have been deferred at this time. They are:
to the attention of those individ, completed. All of these projects
1. Area east of Black Hall and uals the lighting problem which we
have resulted in an increase in not
have on this campus, and the
only the lighting level, but the the Bouillon building.
Administration's interest in re2. Street west of the SUB.
safety and ease with which pedes3. Walkways in Student Village moving those problems. Suggesttrians may use those areas:
4. Courtyard north of Kamola ions from the community will .be
appreciated.
1. Lighting of the parking area and Lombard.
north of the Psychology Building.
5. Town Canal walkway north
2. Correction of faulty or of Holmes.
GilBraida
damaged lighting fixtures in the
6. Yard area east of Dean
Director
courtyard west of Holmes Dining Science.
~acilities Planning & Construction

deadline for application is
friday, november 21, at noon
in ianet .dugan's office.
phone 963-3_
3 42.

•:1>1TOR
Mary L. Rennie .

anotherview---------------lighting: 'We're trying'

Improving the safety with which
pedestrians move through the
campus during·the evening hours
has been a matter of eoncern of the
Administ~ation for ma~y months.
This concern was made acute by
the tragic disappearance of Susan
Rancourt _last yea~.

applications are
now being
accepted for crier
editor for winter
and spring
quarters.
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feedback
there has never been a woman in
the first band before
we feel it is
pity that a
member of Central's most popular
performing instrumental group
should be treated with disrespect
by the band's director in front of
their audience ]!ist because she is a
woman. And it was clear that it
To the Editor:
was her sex that provoked MoaIt is always a pleasure to spend wad's attitude.
an hour listening to the occasfonal
This is indicative of the kinds of
concerts of the first jazz band in attitudes that women everywhere
the SUB Pit,. but the performance must contend with. Women are
of Friday, · Noyember 7th was assumed incompetent until proved
marred by the disrespect and competent and men -are assumed
contempt displayed by the band's competent until proven incompedirector (Mr. Moawad) towards tent. This consistent lack of confione of his, musicians.
dence in our abilities has long been
Near the beginning · of the an important factor in retarding
program Moawad said that, for the the g!!owth of many women.
first time since he has been at Anyone, male of female, finds it
Central they have a woman in the very discouraging to have to .
first band. He then announced, constantly prove oneself when
"Our new man at the keyboard, everyone else is presuming before
Mizz Paula Roffe."
· one begins that one will fail.
This terrifically amusing stateBecause this belief is so widely
ment, combined with a self-satis- held, we are reasonably certain
fied smi~k. won a round of snickers that Moawad was unaware of
from some of the men in the band having behaved badly towards
and the audience, but served only Roffe. Nevertheless, it is unfortunto disgust us. To hear him talk, one ate that someone in his position,
would assume that Ms. Roffe is an who could be such a valuable
incompetent pianist whose pres- support for the women in the
ence in the band is due to some music department, should instead
strange quirk of fate that is no real subscribe to the incompetent
fault of Moawad's and that he is woman theory and not hesitate to
doing her a favor by allowing her make these views public. We hope
that Moawad will take a close look
to remain.
We certainly would not have at his treatment of RCJffe and will
blamed Roffe if she had thrown from now on grant her the same
her music at him and walked out. - respect and support that he gives
Instead she began to play and - the male members of the band. We
proved that she is, in fact, a very also hope that Roffe and 1the'
talented musician.
' - other women in the music departWe were present at the prev- ment don't allow attitudes like
ious concert of the jazz band this Moawad's to discourage them,
year when Moawad introduced the because we are looking forward to
rest of the and (Roffe was not seeing more women in the first ·
playing t at day--apparently she jazz band in the near future . .
has only ecently joined) and at no
Margaret Lord
time d' he put down any other
Kathryn Kingman
music· n, not did other members
Ruth Vogel
of'th band see fit to snicker at a
Susie Lowrence
colle gue as they did at Roffe.
Pamela Greenway
Mo ad also made it clear that

Preiudice
Moawad
evident

a

Flagpole
rationale
staled
To the Editor:
Most of you are aware of the
controversy regarding parking
facilities for our new library.
Letters to the Editor have appeared in the Campus Crier, petitions
have been circulated, and the
College administration has received several letters of concern.
First, let us review the history
of the matter. It has been College
policy for several years that, in
general, parking would not be
permitted within the main campus
itself (bounded by D Street, 14th
Avenue, Alder Street, and 8th
Avenue). Exceptions, such as the
parking lots near Hertz Hall and
Nicholson Pavilion, were completed prior to the development of this
policy. This policy was formulated
· and supported by the Campus Site
& Development Committee and
the Campus Parking and Traffic
Committee. The rationale of the
Committees was simple: there
are numerous parking areas near
most buildings, and addition.al lots
were not only unnecessary, but

would detract from the visual and
pedestrian quality of the campus.
This philosophy has apparently
been supported by a substantial
segment of the Campus community.

safety purposes is of great concern
to us In spite of an acute lack of
funds, we have over the past year
been pursuing a program to
upgrade security lighting at a
number of locations around the
campus. When the lighting in Lot
D is complete, the Lot D:Library
complex will be one of the best lit
areas on campus.

With the completion of the new
library, the unlandscaped areas
near the building became attractive to students and staff as
unofficial parking areas. Indeed,
In conclusion, in the best
we concede they provided easy democratic sense, we ask that all
access to the library. However, the interested in seeing an area for
use of such unofficial parking areas parking placed nearer the new
introduc.e d several problems library work through the approwhich the users themselves may priate committees, the Campus
not have contemplated. The area.is Parking & Traffic Committee a~d
not improved for parking pur- the Campus Site & Development
poses. · Holes, ruts, and boulders Committee. Similarly, it wo-uld be
remain on the site, which could helpful to the Committees if those
cause personal injury or damage who have different views make
fo the vehicles in the area. In them known to the Committees. If,
- addition, when approximately fifty after hearing the arguments, these
cars were parked there,. we had a Committees wish to recommend a
situation where emergency veh- revision of our current parking lot
icles could not be operated in the policies, we , will be pleased to
area. Vehicles were parked so that consider such a policy, change as, I
they blocked other vehicles, caus- am sure, would the College
ing tempers to rise. When this President and the Board of Trusthappened, vehicles were driven ees.
over curbs, over planters, and
Edward Harrington
even down sidewalks. None of this
Vice President for Academic.'.
is conducive to - good safety
Affairs
practices, nor ,does it suggest
Courtney Jones
consideration for the rights of
Vice President for Business and
others.
Financial Affairs
· · 'fhe question of lighting for
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'King Lear' a dubious success

by Jane Snyder
Central's production of -King
Lear is marked by many very fine
performances .from supporting to
minor, some great technical
effects, and a failure to come to
terms with some of the problems
the play presents.
There are some real problems
with this peformance but, the
performance has enough quality
going for it to make it worth
seeing.
The central flaw of the performance was, I think, Torrey and
Evans' imperfectly conceived and
incomplete conception of - King
Lear's character. Though I can
offer no alternative interpretation,·
I think that Torrey went wrong in
his -performance by showing Lear
as too old 'of a man. The play
makes no secret about it; of
course, Lear is old. But when I
read Lear, I see him as having a
kind of vitality, and an intelligent
_
force of personality.
Perhaps this very vitality stems
from having been able to retain life
and power into old age. Torrey's
Lear comes across as just a little
too shrill to be taken seriously. In
the opening scene when Goneril
and Regan, Lear's older daughters, profess their love for their

father, I think Lear feels as much
agony as anger when Cordelia
refuses-to imitate her sisters.
Yet Torrey's Lear only manages
some knee jerkish, tyrannical
father wrath. Too, Lear's gradual
realization (at least partially) of his
injustice toward Cordelia is not
shown.
A lot of this is not Torrey's fault.
Evans cut the play from over four
to under three hours and you can
hardly blame her for that. Three
hours was in itself quite fatiguing.
Cuts made on Torrey's speeches
were proportional to those in the
rest of the play but the limitations
imposed on the developments of
Lear's character were proportionally worse.
The first half of the play,
especially Lear's casting -off of
Cordelia, happens much too quickly. Torrey does not succeed in
making Lear's motivation creditable. There doesn't seem to be
enough left in the script for him to
do it with. The cumulative effect of
Lear's change of heart is all but
lost.
Not that I'm faulting Torrey for
being loud but for being shrill. It's
a pity many others weren't also
loud. Perhaps the lack of projection was ascribable to first night
jitters.

Torrey got better as the play oldest daughter, was spectacular power the action. His daylight
went on and was especially good in and S. Kandis Branum; as Lear's
scenes were some of the best I've
middle - daughter was not far
the mad scene.
seen at Central.
Another thing that didn't help behind. Bennet, especially, was
Randy Johnstad, as Gloucester's
his performance was his costum- well matched to her husband,
legitimate son and heir is also
ing. The patently fake hair of Albany (Mike Nevills). Bennet's
good, though- he seemed to have
his beard and wig gave a certain part called for her · to register
caught McElfresh's initial stage
Santa Claus effect heightened by contempt and lust and she does
fright. He did better as Poor Tom
the red cloth and white fur of his both with 'aplomb. Nevills is good
than gullible Edgar.
cloak(pa~chworked
with other as the man forced to abandon the
Dave Evans was a knockout as
colors). Besides covering a goodly illusions he cherishes of his wife.
Gloucester and beautifully relaxed
portion of expression the floss .Nevills also arranged the battle
throughout the play.
made you realize that you have scenes. A difficult task when you
Mike Stern as Kent was also
never seen an old man with so remember that Shakespeare's divery good. He and Evans work
much hair.
rections are usually no more
well together and the scene in
The other player hardest' hit by explicit than, "Alarums. Fight.
which Kent is humilated by being
poor costuming was Cordelia(Kan- Edmund falls." He does well
put in the stocks by Cornwall
dyce Barker). She is burdened except in the not terribly realistic · (Zumwalt is very young whipperwith a big, stiff, chestnut brown last fight.
_ snaperish which helped) and GlouEdmund (Rob McElfresh)was - cester comforts him is one of the
wig which makes her look far older
than Cordelia should. This was another character hurt by line best scenes in the performance.
perhaps done to make her look like cutting.Edmund's reasons for beHe moves well and is very fu~my
her sisters but it also covers up traying his legitimate brother and as well as touching. I liked the
Barker's -beautiful blonde hair, father do not fully emerge. McEl- voice he affected -but he did have
which, worn loose, might have fresh was physically well suited difficulties in projecting it.
given her that look of purity for the part, he's good at being
Oswald (Robert Reynolds) is
(beside her hardened older sisters) cynical, he's good at diddling amusing as Goneril's servant and
Goneril and Regan (of course a playmate, nicely filling Kent's
~d _ uncalculated sex appeal one
associates with Cordelia.
question arises as to who diddled description of1lim as a "whoresom
Barker's Cordelia was not very whom) and, after his initial ner- cullionly barbermonger."
effective in the first act, though vousness wore off, he did well.
I don't insist that Shakespeare's
McElfresh also did Lear's light
she did asides well. She was much
plays be done as they were in his
better when she reappeared and design and his storm sequence day, in Elizabethan, not peFiod
Barker, appropriately, made this kept everyone on the edge of their costumes. I see nothing intrinsicalseats. I thought,_ though, that it iy wrong with director Betty
Cordelia far more womanly.
Mary Bennet as Goneril, Lear's was occasionally allowed to over- Evans' idea of doing Lear in
- ancient Britiarr when it was
supposed to have taken place. And
having always seen traditional
Lears I enjoyed the novelty of E.
_ Dee Torrey's Stonehenge set.
_
But it didn't always work. I liked
most of designeF Kathy McElfresh' s work and Torrey's set had
some wonderful features, especially the sloped set and the real
gravel. Lear's throne looked tremendous during the lightning but I
thought the great stones made the
st-age look too small. It was fine to dwarf the players but I think there
should have been a more spacious
feel to the set. If it was possible, I
think props should have been
introduced in indicate change of
set. More than commending cast
and director for their ·hard work,
I'd like to compliment them for
making the attempt at all and then
for making such a diligent one. It is
an attempt worth seeing.

What's up after college? That question is enough to get a fot of young people down.
Air Force ROTC college graduates have that worry, too. But their immediate future
(and longer if they choose) is much more secure. As a commissioned officer, there's a
good job .....Travel. Graduate level education. Promotions. Financial security. And really,
lots more.
·
·
.
'If you have two academic years remaining, there's a great2-year AFROTC program
still available to you. Look into the details. We think you'll be pleasantly surprised. And
pleasantly rewarded.

"Alpentol Paved Its Rood This Summer! I

Save 10% on Student Season Pass

if purchased by December 1st
Alpentol Ski School & Bus Information

Call 455-3660"

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.
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·Faculty ·is
threatened
by possible

RIF
by Gayl Curtiss
All around the state, and indeed
the country, college campuses are
facing economic crisis. In the·
future, declining birth rates will
enhance the struggle for colleges
to maintain enough students to
support educational institutions.
Complicating the situation is the
undercurrent of public opinion
which is slowly re-examining the
need of a college education versus
vocational training.
Administrators at Central, and
at every college, are attempting to
develop financial equiations that
will place scarce dollars into

needed areas. These sometimes
cold-blooded mathematical roadmaps are designed to balance
income with expenditures, students with faculty, and long term
goals with short term needs.
Caught directly in the middle of
all this re-examination is the
faculty. Reduction in Force [RIF]
possibilities threaten the faculty
. wit.h job loss or program cancellation. Centrals professors had depended on the Faculty Code for
some kind of job protection until
the threat of RIFing appeared.
However, with the recent BAKER
decision, this safety .h as been
removed.
THE BAKER DECISION
Last spring, the Faculty Senate,
in a joint effort with three other
professional organizations, took
the issue of their rights to the
court to get a clear and decisive
ruling as to whether. or not theyhad the legal. right to approve or
disapprove changes in the Faculty
Code.
The faculty based their question
on a 1955 agreement with the
Board of Trustees that gave them
this right. The 1955 agreement
with the Board of Trustees was a
modification of an agreement
which had been reached in 1947
after Central was censured by the
American Association of University Professors for malfeasance in
the firing of a Central professor.
Last year, the Boarorepudiated
this 1955 agreement and the
faculty took the matter to court.
Judge Baker in his·decision, said
the 1955 agreement was not valid
because the Trustees did not have

the right to delegate their powers.
Judge Baker held the agreement
to be vacated, saying the Trustees
had errored and have unilateral
rights to amend the faculty code
with faculty approval.
According to Dr. David Lygre,
President of the Faculty Senate,
the Baker decision means al'l
original contract terms, including
references to the code, are no
longer in effect. He said at the
present time, the faculty has no
clear legal definition of the terms
of their employment.
FACULTY AND THE BOARD
OF TRUSTEES
Lygre said the ramifications of
the decision are beginning to be
felt. Statements of cooperation
with the faculty by the Board are
becoming less frequent and he is
disappointed with the Board and
their view of the Baker Decision.
''The Board always politely
listens," said Lygre, "H we say
what they want to hear, they
agree and approve the matter and
speak about working cooperatively with us. But, if we support
something they are against, then
they say the faculty is wrong, and
defeat the matter. Either way,
they do what they want."
However, last Oct. Dr. Eugene
Brain, chairman of the Board, told
the faculty the last-in-first-out way
of RIFing professors was almost
dishonest. He called on the profs to
re-examine their positions before
the legislature makes them do it or
does it for them.
·
"Dr. · Brain apparently has the
impression that many of the
faculty aren't doing their jobs,"

said Lygre. "My prescription is
that if this is the case, they should
use proper dismissal procedures
for cause, as difficult as that
procedure is. They certainly
should not use RIF as a pretense
for the dismissal of what the Board
be
undesirable
believes to
teachers."
Lygre said it is of prime
_importance for the faculty to
believe they have some degree of
job security. He said he believes
when the faculty begins to worry
about their positions, their teaching is negatively affected.
When asked if he thought
tenured profs should be retained
over non-tenured profs with fresh
ideas, Lygre attempted to answer.
' "I have to admit there is a clash
between job security and th~
desire to retain younger people
who are usually the first to be
RIFed. Sure, students usually like
the younger profs, and maybe the
younger profs provide more motivation, but job security at the
same time is an important aspect
of overall teaching effectiveness,"
answered Lygre.
He went on to say, "I would
oppose the firing of a tenured
person in order to keep a nontenured person because to do
otherwise would undermine all the
faculty for no totally justifiable
purpose."
· "Faculty morale is an underestimated factor of t·eacher effectiveness," state Lygre. ''The anxiety
level of tenured profs would soar if
non-tenured people were kept
instead of a tenured person. The
_!'Hect would severly damage_ the

high level of education at this
college. There would be an unhealthy type of competition between faculty members. This
would discourage cooperative educational efforts and divert some of
our energies from our primary
purpose of trying to help educate
. stude1_1_ts_as _effectively as we can."
"It is a hard question to
answer," stated Lygre, "and I am
not sure anyone has the answer.
Students if asked, would probably
say they wanted the harder' less
liked profs to be RIFed."
Lygre said one answer to
RIFing could be the retraining of
qualified faculty. For example, if it
was decided his department,
chemistry, had too many profs, he
could be retrained to teach biology .Lygre believes anyone RIFed
with similar skills as a department
who is in need of faculty should be
retrained, financially supported,
and rehired by the college.
FACULTY AND THE FUTURE
Lygre believes in order ior the
faculty to regain their position, the
legal right to collectively bargain
must be obtain~. Currently,
several bills _are being considered ·
in Olympia that would grant all
,
college faculty this right.
Currently, Trustees or Regents
can grant the right to collectively
bargain, but they are not obliged
to and have shown little inclination
to do so.
Lygre believes it is important
to have the basic legal framework
of collective bargaining so the
faculty and Trustees would know

(Continued on JX19e 10)
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by the .way. More .photography hints
Hello gang. This week I plan to answer several questions that ari~e
quite frequently · during almost any photographic conversation. Also,
check elsewhere in next week's Crier for the photographs of the whming
catagories from the Crier's recent photo contest.
Multiplex prism lens give three or five images during one exposure on
one negative. It creates like images in a circular pattern arrangement
when used on your lens at almost the widest f-stop. Also, your subject
should be in the middle of the frame having lots of dark around the edges
in order for the multiple images to appear.
. Can't afford prime wide angle and telephoto lens for vour sine:le lens
reflex? Auxiliary lenses that attach to the front of your normal lens can
/ do a satisfactory job; and in particular a ' fish-eye' lens is outstanding.
Regular prime lens fish-eyes designed as complete lens systems are best,
but expensive. When 1.J.Sing an add-on lens use a very small lens opening
to have good sharpness on the outside edges of the negative. Action
pictures are very difficult ..Objects, hands,and buildings should be close to
the camera, on tlie edge of the picture so as· to height.en distortion.
A double exposure effects is made after the first exposure by pushing
in the rewind button usually found on the underside of the camera,
holding it and stroking the film advance lever until the shutter is cocked,
·then making the second exposure. Tips: underexpose each image 1/2
f-stop (full exposure on each will yeild an overexposed negative). The
darker the first exposure's background, the more brilliant and greater
detail the second.image will have. .
.
.
Blurred action is one of the most difficult special effects to create. Use
1/10 second or slower with a tripod while perhaps panning the camera.
Waterfall, tides, etc. appear to be made of spun glass when the technique
is properly done. Blurring adds the sense of motion to a photograph that
would appear static if taken with normal shutter speeds.
Negative-positive film sandwich can create some really strange
. images which will transform almost any subject into a artistic cr~ation.
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Or Dr. Miller 925-3409
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LIBERTY J"h~atre

Copy a color transparency using Ektacolor-X film rated at ASA 500.
Process in Ektacolor chemicals which will yeild a negative color image
without the usual orange cast. Put negative and original positive
together just slightly off register, tape together and mount in slide.
When creating such an animal the positive transparency should be thin
in density or finished sandwiched slide will be too dark.
The time·of day you· select for ·t aking photographs is one of the basic
controls for outdoor pictures. The light changes as the sun moves across
the sky. Before sunrise and after sunset the light is extremely blue. At
.sunrise and sunset the sunlight is very red in color. And each of these
differences influences the hue, saturation and brightness of your
resulting color photograph. To correct it you want for these differences
a _color correction filter to use on the lends of your camera. Light to
medium amber filters correct for the blueness while the blue series of
correction filter will remove the excess red from the color photograph. If
you want to use these off colors in your photograph they may be added
by the use of the opposite filter that would correct the off color, i.e.
amber filter will cause a sunset to be even warmer in color. Also, the use
of black and white film filter will also do a ·number in conjunction with
color film. Red, orange, green, arid yellow filter will create strong one
color images on color film. In all cases when using any filter always
observe the correction factor in regards to the exposure; 1n other words
increase the exposure to make.up for the light lost by the filter. In most
cases the filter factor for the particular filter in use are engraved on the
filter ring. For example, a red filter may have a factor of 6x. Just
multiply this factor times the exposure value for the subject and change
the exposure accordingly. In this case you would open up the lends by
three f-stops.
In any event these special techniques can add a lot to the normal
phot_ograph. They can't .perform magic, but ~they can help if
John Baird
performed properly.

VSU SPONSORED DAl~lCE
awareness groups for men inThere will be a dance for the ' terested in examining and working
Friends in Service to Humanity on male sex role limitations. Call
(FISH) Monday Nov 24 from 9 to 963-1391 for more information or
12 pm in the SUB Ballroom. Music come to the Counseling Center,
will be provided by the Grease- Sue-Lombard Anne~.
wood City Ramblers. Admission -donation of non-perishable ·food or
ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT
$1.50 fpr singles and $2.25 for
All new and transfer students to
' couples.
Central have been assigned ·genMEN'S A WARE:NESS GROUP
eral faculty advisors by the
_The Counseli_n g and Student Academic Advisement Center. If
Development Center is sponsoring you are unaware as to who your

advisor is, please call or come to
the Center (SUB 212, 963-3409).
We will refer you to your advisor.

NATURAL FOODS
VEGETARIANS
I'm looking for interested st.udents who wants a natural foods/
vegetarian program in the dining
hall. I'm working with Food
Services Administration and need
ideas and support. If interested
please contact Sue Skillman, 9631804.

OPEN 6:45 925~951~
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~
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-

AHAL WALLIS Production

~

Written by MARTIN JULIEN• Suggested by the character "Rooster Cogburn"
{ ••• and the Lad31)
from the novel TRUE GRIT b CHARLES PORTIS• Directed b STUART MILLAR •

This week l 0% off on plastic models
Remember our Macrame
supplies & classes

925-6545

makes debut,
This week's recQmmended entertainment is Shakespeare's King Lear
tonight, tomorrow and Sat. at 8:30 pm in McConnell. There'll also be a
matinee at 1 pm Sat., partly for out-of-town high school students. Tickets
for the show are $1 for students and $1.50 for non-~tudents. It is a good
show, and it doesn't look like there will be anything quite so exciting for
the rest of the quarter.
"If I'd been a man I would have Lear,'~ Betty Evans, Lear's director
said. "But since I couldn't, I directed it instead." Evans said she had
always wanted to do Lear:"This year we finally had the cast to do it."
One problem I had with Lear, and it h'ad nothing to do with the
performance, was curtain time. I went on openinf! night, last Thurs., and
the show, which start~d at 8:30 wasn't over till 11:30, so that I was very
tired all day Fri. I could easily have digested di_n ner and gotten dressed
and down to McConnell by 8:00 or even 7:30. The ushers (women) wore
. dresses as, I think, shepherdesses opening night and looked mighty fine.
If you were planning to go to Mandrake the Magician tonight you'll be
sorry to learn that Mandrake is seriously ill and unable to make the
show. He may be rescheduled later. Tickets will be refunded.
The Faculty Art Show, from 9 to 5 in the Fine Arts Gallery, Mon.
through Fri., presents a wide range of expression and medias. The work

South Pacific
When asked if he anticipated the
Interested students should
begin preparing now for auditions production would make money,
for Central's production of South Smith said, "no, none whatsoever.
Pacific, to be jointly produced by Already we have spent better that
the Drama and Music depart- $1,000.00 for the contract \for
ments. Nov. 24 and 25, at 7 pm in performance rights and the leasing
fees for vocal music," Smith said
McConnell, -are the audition
that he ·did not expect to lose
nights.
' Director Milo Smith said that money and that it was possible
the auditions are open to students, South Pacific could make money."
faculty and townspeople and all Musicals are usualJ_y_ popular,''
ethnic groups. There are parts Smith said, "and I think people will
. available for actor/singers, actors, come."
"I.was hunting for a musical that
and dancers. "People who want to
sing should come prepared to sing had some relationship to the
some number of their own choos- Bicentennial theme," Smith said.
ing that will best show their "This show is about a rather
. abilities," Smith said. Dancers delightful and light-humored side
__
should prepare anytliing they of our nation's history."
want to prepare so that we can see - - MuSicaCDirec-tor for ffiesho-i is
how well they can move. Smith A. Bert Christianson. Scheduled
said that actors should be prepar- production date's are January 22,
23, 24, 29, 30, and 31.
ed to read selected scenes.

includes.wood sculpture, oil paintings,'water c.olors, jewelry and pottery.
Stereocraft has tickets for The Barry Manilow concert Dec. 6 and for
Bette Midler on Dec. 10 in Seattle. I came to dislike Manilow more every
time the radio stations played Mandy, which they did all too often last
winter when it came out. I like Midler, who hasn't been around too much
lately, though I wish she'd occasionally go easier on the glitter and work
on her voice exclusively.
It's mea culpa time. Last week I erroneously reported that the Central Symphony Orchestra was formed last year. The Orchestra has been
in existe~e for several years. I arrived at this qelusion through a
comedy of errors that was, alas, not at all funny.
Unfortunately, I left the Nov. 6 concert too early to have noticed
much, except that stage presence seemed much improved. I left early,
not because of the music, which l could barely hear because of a buzzing
in my ears, but because I was sick.
The illness was due not to the concert, but to this month's version of
the flu. For those of you who haven't had it yet, it was quick (like twelve
hours) but made up for it in ~astiness. And it was, appropriately for
Ellensburg, windy.
Jane Snyder

Superior Warmth

Br

lns\llated Vest
Prime Goose Down
Knit Collar, Slash Pockets
Sizes S-M-L-XL

BIG JOHN'S ·D RIVE-IN
· .. .·fastest hambu.rger
delivery in
If you're
hungry

Ellen_sburg ~::-~

h
order
iLt!!!r a

BIG JOHN

Bl.RGER
We deliver from 5 - closing
servi.c e - call 925·5900

Downtown

(Continued from page 7)

co-rec
By Art Hansen
Outdoor Program C®rdinator
With the end of fall quarter just around the. corner, Outdoor Programs
Will be winding down~ As a farewell to all, until winter quarter, two
activities will be offered in order to get everyone primed for the winter
season.
First, the REI (Recr.e ational Equipment Inc.) demonstration team will
roll into town on Thursday, Nov. 20. With them, they'll bring.-a program
about cross-county, skiing, and snowshoeing equipment. The
hour-and-a-half program is designed to give the · individual as much
information about the types and uses of such gear as possible. Along
with this, a movie about cross-country skiing will be shown for your
entertainment. This admission-free activity will be held in the SUB
Theater at 7 pm.
As as follow-up on this program, a snow shoe hike will be offered the
,following Saturday, Nov. 22. The cost for transportation is $2 per
·person, payable in the Tent 'n Tube. The deadline for sign-up is
Thursday at 5 pm. Since the hike is for beginners, the terrain will not be
of a difficult nature. But, there are certain individual requirements that
will have to be met in order to participate. A person must have sturdy,
water-proof boots, wool socks, extra clothing, a sack lunch and their own
snowshoes. There are snowshoes on reserve in the Tent 'n Tube rental
shop. Vans for the trip will leave from the west entrance of the SUB at 8
am on Saturday.
In looking ahead at plans for winter quarter, one can expect-to see
more of the same kinds of activities. For instance, there will be snow
parties, moonlight snowshoe hikes and more guest speakers.
It is hoped that you will attend these ~nd other activities sponsored by
Outdoor Programs. For more information about activities or general
information about Outdoor Recreation, drop by the Tent 'n Tube or call
us at 963-3537 or 963-1511.

~
~

Faculty threatened.

• • • •

where they stood in terms of the
The President of the Faculty
necessary to our professional
law.
Senate said he is looking into ways
growth."
The legislation would guarantee . of revitalizing the faculty. For
Finally, Lygre said the college
them the protection of collective example, faculty exchanges with
should be looking at exit requirebargaining if they, the faculty, teachers around the country could
ments at Central. He believes
choose the option to do so.
be considered.
mmunum graduation requireLygre pointed out that if and
"I suppose it is unrealistic to ments of arithmetic, English compwhen collective bargaining is hope for, but as high school osition, and reading skills should
approved, faculty could have a teachers have to go back to school be required of all. The feasibility
voice in basic and complex issues to restudy their field, I think will be studied by a newly-created
of the college. And furthermore, college faculty should have to do committee. He says that such
this voice would have to be taken much the same thing," stated requirements would establish a
seriously.
Lygre. "Hopefully though, we are baseline performance level for
"You have to remember," said keeping somewhat abreast of new students receiving degrees from
Lygre, "the faculty is highly knowledge in our fields by our Central, and would increase the
trained, very competent, and scholarly activities which are_ value of their degrees."
should be important components
of decision-making at the college."
Lygre said he believes a number
of Administrators are supportive
on the collective bargaining issue.
During the past two years, the ·
Some believe, according to Lygre,
If cycling is your thing, contact
it would improve faculty relations Bikecentennial organization--now Bikeeentennial '76, P.O. Box 1034,
with the Administration because some 40 strong--has been mapping Missoula, Montana 59801, for more
the faculty would have to shoulder out the trail, all of which is on information.
more responsibility for negotiated secondary, paved roads. One of the
items and could not blame the purposes of the trail is to take a
decisions on anyone but them- good, long look at historic and
selves. The faculty and administra- rural America at the same time.
tion would negotiate, and both Toward this end, the trail parallels
points-of-view would be consider- or traverses the Oregon trail, the
ed and settlements would be made Continental Divide trail, the Lewis
to the reasonable satisfaction of and Clark trail, the Santa Fe trail,
Among reports to be presented
both sides.
and the Chisholm trail. It also goes at Central's Board of Trustees in a
through Colonial Virginia, the special meeting Friday, Nov. 21
Ozarks, and the Great Plains.
will be those dealing with a labor
Not up to riding the 4,300 mile contract between _the college and
~
trail next summer? Bikecentennial its AFL-CIO Federation unit and a
is offering shorter rips along the retirement supplementation proway. Choices range from 12 days posal. . ___ _
Action items on the meeting
for the shortest tour, to 82 days for
c:fp
agenda include the proposed
riding crosscountry.
If you wish, you caJ'.l ride with a appointment of a new college
~~
group led by a Bikecentennial controller. That position has been
trained leader, and stay at the vacant since the elevation of
hotels · which the group has helped Courtney Jones from the Controldevelop (called Bike-Inns). Or, you ler's post to the vice presidency for
can camp out all along the way, business affairs of the college.
Trustees will be asked to
and ride at your own pace. Either
way, by registering with Bikecen- approve changes to the college's
tennial, you receive their well-re- policy and procedure manual with
searched guidebooks and maps.
inclusion of a new annual leave
The cost? Up to $600 to ride policy for exempt employees and a
cross-country, with three meals a policy for use ,of college-owned
day and overnights included. vehicles.

Long bike path ready
Trustees
meet
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TRANSCENDENT AL
MEDITATION
Member F.D.l.C.

ELLENSBURG OFFICE
501 No. Pearl St.,
William D. VanHoose Assistant Vice President & Manager

Nov. 21 at 6:30 p.m. on KNDO,
Channel 23
lntroduct~ry
lecture Tuesday Nov. 25
Black 102 at 7:30 p.m.

catalog
OPEN HOUSE
Audiovisual Services will host
an open house Tuesday, Dec. 2
from 2 pm to 5 pm in Bouillion
Hall.
Faculty, staff and students are
invited to an overview of the
services available .to them. There
will be displays, presentations,
and ongoing activities typical of
the four service areas: audiovisual
library, television services, technicai services, media development
and the media laboratory.
Refreshments will be served.
CO-REC HOURS
Due to the increase in cold
weather, the co-rec has opened up
more hours for family and adult
usage. The co-rec s.chedule is as
follows for weekend use: Saturday (gym & pool) 12-5 pm; Sunday
(gym & . pool) 1-5 pm.
ELLENSBURG PARENT
CO-OPERATIVE
The Ellensburg Parent Cooperative Preschool program is
now operating at the United
Methodist Church, Mon.-Thurs. 9
am to 12 noon. Barbara Moe,
preschool teacher, is in charge.
Parents wishing to enroll their
children should contact Kathy
Todd, 962-9187 or Kathleen Luke,
925-1868, parent coordinators.
ASCDANCE
There will be an ASC sponsored
dance with "Child" on Nov. 21
from 9 to 12 pm in the SUB Large
Ballroom.
Admission -- $1.50
singles, $2.50 couples.
SENIOR RECITAL
Trombonist Steve Tarr will be
presenting a program of contemporary works for trombone, brass
ensemble literature and jazz on
Nov. 23 at 3 pm in Hertz Music
Hall.
TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES
IN AUSTRALIA
Recruiters for the Victoria Australia Teacher Selection program
are interviewing at selected Washington universities and colleges on
Dec. 1 through 6. Stop by -the
Career Planning and Placement
Center, Barge 105 for information
on specific colleges and dates.
STANDARD FIRST AID CLASS
A First Aid Class will be starting
Nov. 24, 7 pm in Nicholson
Pavilion. Dorothy Purser will be
conducting the 18-hour course of
instruction. All who wish to enroll
please call the Red Cross office,
9-12 weekdays (925-5866) or come
to the first session. .
JUNIOR LIFE SAVING CLASS
A Life Saving Class will begin
Nov. 24, 6 pm at Nicholson
Pavilion. The fee of $8 is payable
....firJMftration time between 6-8
. ~v. 17 at Nicholson. Dorothy
-P urser -and Bob Gregson share
responsibilities for instruction of
the class.
BA DEGREE APPLICATIONS
BA Degree applications are now
being accepted in the Registrar's
Office for winter quarter, 1976
graduation. The deadline for all
applications is Jan. 16, 1976.

MALE ASSISTANT NEEDED
WOMENSPACE
I need a male assistant for winter
The Counseling Center's Woquarter. Flexible hours, easy men's Programming Room is a
work. See John at C-11, Barto. reality in Barge 402. The drop-in

VETERAN'S STUDENT UNION
There will be a general meeting
Nov. 20 at 4 pm in SUB 103. We
will plan for the FISH Dance.

times are'Mon.-Fri. from 11:30 am
to 4:30 pm and Mon.-Wed. nights
from 7-9 pm. Come -- we need your
support.

(I.I} PIONEE•:i® SALE!
when you want something better

(NOW THROUGH WEDNESDAY, NOV. 26)
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.Front-loading cassette deck · with
Dolby* noise r-eductlon and 12 ·
Advent C-90 chrome cassettes.
Totalvalue$260

.

s22g·95

SALE·

(1J} PIONEERe SX:- 434

AM/FM .STEREO
•

Smooth
Siient
Belt-Drive

TURNTABLES

7g95

$
~~~. t~l~~~r La~~
PL-120-11 · beautifully made, precl~ion, 2-speed manrumble.

.

· Was $99.95

' - '

RECEIVER

An excellent combination of convenience,
versatility and purity of sound
• Enough power to drive two pairs of speakers
• Precise, easy-to~use click-stop bass and treble
tone controls as well as the tape monitor circuit
for c'o nnectlng an open-reel or cassett~ tape deck
• Microphone and headphone jacks on the front
panel, FM center tuning meter, FM muting
switch and loudness controf
·• 15+15 watts RMS, both channels driven Into
8 ohm loads, across the 40 Hz-20,00Q Hz audio
spectrum, at less than 0.8% distortion

SALE

.SAlE ...... .
PL-15D-11
All the virtues of
-belt-'drive, plus
automatic tone arm
return and shutoff.
A superior buy at
$129.95.

SALE

sgg15
Monday through
Saturday
10:30 to 5:30

962-2830

s19915

~Orts

Running back John Ross [above] churns upfield after receiving the handoff from Terry Wick, in .the
game against Eastern. Ross gained 117 yards in this game, and last week ran for 147 yards against
Simon Fraser. Ross' running was superb in both contests.

After snagging another aerial from Terry Wick, ftani(er Keith John~n [right] heads for paydirt in
the simon Fraser contest. Johnson hauled in six passes against SF, including a 14 yard touchdown
Dip from quarterback Wick.

WANT Male Pheasant
Feathers. $2.50 a Bird. If
Interested Write 2009 E.
39th, Anch., AK. 99504.

Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-to-date, 160page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage and
handling.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC:
11322 IDAHO AVE.,# 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474
Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.

How to walk softly and
cany off a big new look.
Slip into a pair of Dexter soft
solers. Supple leather with
genuine Pl~ntation crepe
soles. They're the only way to
go to town, country, wherever
you want to take it easy.

OVERTON'
for tropical fish
& aquarium supplies
located 2 miles North of
Old
Vantage Highway
on Wilson Creek Road.
962-9166

Closed
Sun - Mon ·

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS.

$2395 .

Mundy's Shoe Store
Do\Nnfo\Nn

INDEPENDENT .AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

925-5539

Wildcats finish vvith 5-4 season
By !>oug !feimbigner
The Central Wildcats capped a
winning season as they defeated
Simon Fraser 23-3· in their final
outing of the season. The previous
week the 'Cats had topped Eastern
25-10 in their final league game.
Central's defense showed their
strength as they intercepted four
Simon Fraser passes and held
them to merely a field goal. Simon
Fraser's only score came on a 35
yard field goal by Clansman's
kicker Lui Passaglia in the final
quarter.
Central's offense busted out for
405 yards against SF's highly
touted defense as quarterback
Terry Wick passed for one .touchdown and ran for another himself.
Central racked up all their
points in the second quarter on a
pair of touchdowns and three field
goals . by placekicker Charles
Stockwell to set a 23-0 halftime
lead. Stockwell started it all off
with a 38 yarder and later in the
quarter added 34 and 49 yard field
goals. The latter tied an EvCo
record, however it didn't stand as
Eastern's Phil Sartz kicked a 52
yarder in a game against western
Montana.
- The 'Cats touchdowns came on a
5 yard run by Wick and a 14 yard
pass to flanker Keith Johnson
from Wick. Stockwell converted
on both of the conversion attempts
to bring his scoring total to 11 for
the day.
John Ross led all rushers with
147 yards, _his best day yet this
year, as he found many a hold that
was opened up by the Central
offensive line. The front line
includes Bill Anderson Dan Nicholl~. Keith Shultz, Jim Sweigart,
and Kurt Honey.
Wick completed 16 of 28
attempts, six of those aerials being
caught by Keith Johnson as he
tallied 94 yards on receptions.
The final victory gives the

Wildcats a winning season in the
form of a 5-4 overall record. The
'Cats remained second in league
with their 4-2 EvCo mark.
Central had to come from behind
to win the Eastern contest. Down
at the Half 10-0, the 'Cats rallied to
score all their points in the second
half to take it 25-10.
After a scoreless first quarter,
Eastern got on the scoreboard
first with a 31 yard field goal by
kicker Barry Sartz. Later in the
quarter Jim Murphy received a 1
yard toss from quarterback Karst
Bradsma for a touchdown. Sartz's
conversion put Eastern ahead by
10.
Quarterback Terry Wick went
to work in the second half for the
Wildcats as he hit tight end Mike
Halpin for 18 yards and a touchdown. Jim Tremper ran for the
two-point conversion to bring the
'Cats back to 15-8. Wick again
found Halpit, this one for 8 yards,
to put Central ahead.. Charles
Stockwell's extra point made it
15-10, Wildcats on top.
In the fourth quarter, Stockwell
was on target as he booted a
44-yard field goal to give Central a
18-10 lead. Wick threw for his
third touchdown of the day as he
teamed up with Ed Hansen for a 33
yard touchdown strike. Stockwell's conversion set the final
score at 25-10.
John Ross had a good game
rushing as he collected 117 yards
on the ground, to supplement
Wick's impressive air attack.
John Ross had a good game
What started out to be a dismal
season ended up as a winning one
as the 'Cats were able to turn
things around and sweep five of
their last six games. Central
finished second place in EvCo with
a 4-2 record right behind undefeated Oregon College. Overall the
'Cats came out with a 5-4 season
record, after dropping their first
three contests.

Final results - 1975
Portland State 37 Central
3
Oregon College 13 Central
7
Oregon Tech
21 Central
·14
Central
20 Western
14
Central
41 Southern Oregon 14
Central
24 Eastern Oregon 12
Puget .Sound
28 Central
l 'J
Central
25 Eastern
10
Central
23 Simon Fraser
3
. Final EvCo Standings
TEAM
W L
Oregon College
6 0 ·
CENTRAL
42
Southern Oregon
3 3
Western
3 3
Eastern Oregon·
2 4
Eastern
2 4
Oregon Tech
1 5

Pressure is put on the Eastern quarterback by Bob MacGregor, 67, and Rich Wells, 82. The defense
proved to be an ''iron wall" as they held the opponents to a total of 13 points in the final two games.

Jim Tremper [above] takes the pitchout from a falling
quarterback Terry Wick on his way to a sizeable gain.

Flanker Keith Johnson [below] goes high to pull this
one in from quarterback Wick.

sports
Field hockey triumphs
By Vicki Simpson

The women's field hockey team
at Central defeated Skagit Valley
College 1-0, the Alumni 2-1 and
lost to University of Idaho 2-1 to
bring their win-loss record to 9-6,
last weekend.
Vicki Mathews, left inside,
scored the goal for Central in the
game against U of Idaho. The
score was tied 1-1 at half time.
"we outplaye~ Idaho," said Dr.
Jean Putnam.
"We showed
superior stick work, but we didn't
get the job done in either circle.::
'The forwards couldn't put· the
ball in the cage and the defense
couldn't keep their sticks down in
our own circle. 1 was pJP-ased with
our performance despite the loss."
Against Skagit Valley, Kelly
Morton, right inside, scored Central's goal.
nlt was the best game we played
this seasoii:W- remarked Putnam.
"We had superb passing combinations."
'The team was working extremely well together with the
backs switching into link positions
and links switching into forward
positions effectively. It was· a very
open game and it was nice to
watch because the game could
have . gone either way as Skagit
played a very nice game too,"
Putnam said.
The varsity defeated the alumni
in which 14 alumni were involved
in playing the game.
"-This was the best alumni game .
so far," ~aid Put.Qam. · "They all
gave· the varsity a very good
competitive ~ame heard through
the strains-of "The Old Gray Mare,
She Ain't What She Used To Be."
In · earlier action, Central lost to
Boise State 1-0 and WSU 1-0.

"We didn't pl&y well against
Boise in terms of our stick work
and passing," said Putnam. "Boise
was an outstanding team and had
the best control of any team that
we played so they deserved to
win."
_
"We played well against WSU
and we had the ball in their half of
the field almost the whole second
half, but we couldn't find the go.al
cage. I was disappointed in the
score because I felt we played a
-better game than they did."
The team will · be competing in

the Northwest Conference at PLU
this weekend playing against U of
Oregon, U of British Columbia
tomorrow and OSU and Western
on Saturday.
Nancy Halvorson, a mem_ber of
Central's women's field hockey
team has been selected to the first
team of the Pacific Northwest
Section of the United States Field
Hockey Association in the center
back position.
Kelly Morton, another member
of the team, was given honorable
mention.

Hos ting a tou·rney, here

Volleyball second
error per game."
Central's womens volleyball
In the Western Washington
team competed ·in the WSU
Invitational Tournament, losing Invitation Tournament two weeks
ago, Central placed fourth after
only one match, last weekend.
There were ten teams compet- losing to U of Oregon for third and
ing in the tournament with Central fourth places.
There were two pools of five
playing against five teams.
Central defeated Montana State teams each with Central second in
University 15-1, 15-4; U of Idaho their pool after defeating OSU,
15-8, 15-9; E;as~~_()_regon State WSU, UPS and losing to Portland
College 14-6, 15-5and15-3; Univer- State.
The team will be hosting and
sity of Montana 15-3, 15-11 and lost
·to Portland State University 2-15 competing in the Northwest Conference and AIA W Qualifying
and- 11-15.
"We played very, very well," Tournament on November 27, 28,
and 29.
said Erlice Killorn, head coach.
There will be 15 teams in the
"In terms of errors, we had less
tournament
with three pools or
errors in the games played during
the weekend than the other games five teams in each pool. The first
that we have played thoughout the and second place teams in each
pool will go into a single eliminaseason.
"We . averaged 12.9 errors per· tion playoff to determine the first
game which is the best we have • and second place teams in the
done. Our two setters, Diana tournament.
Rector and Carole Daiberl had less
For sale
errors in the tournament than the
Mens Skis and Bindings
other setters with less than one
Call 963-3369

Gang Bang wins

Toilet Bowl
The prestigious "Toilet Bowl" was awarded to the men's touchfootball
team, the Gang-Bang, Thursday, Nov. 13 following a complete day of
fierce competition. The Gang-Bang scored the most points in the round
robin jamboree, narrowly defeating the Oly Tappers 50-49. Other teams
competing in the tournament, but who seemed to lack in .winning ability
were: Flukes of the Universe, Helenas Horrors, Moore·s Mauhlers, and
the Muff Divers.
.
Bo l"
Herewith some of the highlights of this year's "Toilet
w :
. .. Two women's teams (Santana and the Pioneers) failing to show. this
was a terrible dissappointment to the men's teams.
. .. The Muff Divers scored a touchdown and a two point co~version! In
fact, they came within 10 seconds of actually winning.
. . .The Helena Horrors proved themselves physically fit_and quite
competitive against the men's teams.
.
·.
...Non-chauvenistl.c attitudes were not evident towards the Horrors. In
fact, the Flukes of the Uni~erse trfed to run up the score against the
women but could muster o;Uy eight points. Good try Flukes, at least you
triumphed.
. .. The Horrors said "they liked the Muff Divers" Seems they were nice
guys! What. went on out there?
: ..Whoever thai Oly Tapper was -who dropped the extra point
conversion against the Mauhlers will have to live the rest of his life
knowing that he cost his team the "Toilet Bowel."
The I.S.P. Office -considered thiS event a -success, and enjoyed
conducting the tournament. They are confident th~t the pm;icipatin.g
teams had an enjoyable afternoon too. Remember also rans there 1S
always next year!

SKI 'NG''S FUN
'CAUSE NOBODY .
KEEPS SCORE;
APRES-SKl'S FUN

BECAUSE •••

Help preserve the skier's way of life, and incidentally cut your skiing costs up to
$500. Support the U.S. Ski Association and see how proud you'll be of the money
you'll save. For information, write:

Siding USSA Style, 1726 Champa Street, Denver, Colorado 80202

COMM UNITY STORES
505 No. Pine

962-.:9161

•

Exclusive This Week!!.
All pre-washed Jeans

20% OFF
Save before the Holidays
Also, Money Saver Pharmacy
·
closed Sundays

925-3133
CAMPUS CIHIR

FOURTllN

.

/
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Cross Country places high at Kansas
ed, "They all worked a long time
for all this, and you can really see
the way these guys improved over
Led by All-American Jim Henthe past year."
nessy, the Central cross-country
"It's a really big achievement to
team captured sixth place in the
go from 6th in District, last season
NAIA National Championships,
to 6th in the natiori this year,"
held Saturday in Salina, Kansas.
exclaimed Coach Baumgartner.
Hennessy, a junior from Yakima
Baumgartner had praise for the
finished 20th in the meet which
way the meet was run by the
drew 477 entries.
NAIA officials at Salina.
Following Hennessy was Bruce
"This course was set up really
Manclark who finished 27th, just
well and everything went pretty
missing the top 25 group who were
smooth."
designated All-American. Coming
Coach Baumgartner was sein after Manclark in the following
lected District 1 Coach-of-the-Year
order were: Lou Bodreaux 30;
following the District meet in
Mike Wold 59; Mike Anderberg Bellingham.
This past week the team mem159; Clayton Belmont 160; and Bill
bers voted Jim Hennessy as Most
Ardissono 350, all who are juniors.
Inspirational and Lou Boudreaux
Central's total of 244 and sixth
as Most Improved. Ken Turner
place showing gave them the
was honored for serving as this
distinction of being the highest
year's captain.
placer of any Pacific coast teams.
So along with being EvCo--ano
A former Olympic Bronze Medal
winner, Mike Bolt of Eastern New District champs, the 'Cats can now
Mexico was the first place finisher ' boast of placing high in the
as his team placed second to the national championships. Which by
champions Edinboro State College the way, goes quite well with their
four first place finishes they
of Pennsylvania.
garnered during the regular seaThe previous week the 'Cats
took the District 1 championship son.
at Bellingham, with Hennessy
leading the way as he captured
first place. Along with Hennessy,
M. Wold, Manclark, and Belmont
were all named All-District.
"It's .quite a tremendous effort
by all the guys. They really did a
great job," commented Coach
Chris Baumgartner. He continu962-2750
By Doug Heimbigner

Team members are, left column, All-American Jim
. Hennessy, Bruce Manclark, Bill Ardissono. Second
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BLUE B!HJO ··

column, Mike Wold, Lou Boudreaux.- Right.colwnn,
Clayton Belmont and Mike Anderberg.
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PINEAPPLE

SHRIMP

n

(Under the Monoraill

)>

z

623-2624

)>
Pitchers .

2.25

Schooners .

.50

Wine.

.75

Pop .

.50

Peanuts .

.50

Popcorn .

.35

GARTERS .

1.50

lns.talled Free!!!
HATS:

i
i

Straw

1.00

Derby .

1.50

HAPPY HOUR Before 9

···············•···········
I wanta Walla in Walla Walla
'cause Walla Walla's my home town
I wanta Walla in Walla Walla
'cause Walla Walla never lets ya down
You can have Puyallup and Sumner too,
Tacoma and Everett are

PEW

0

PEW

PEW

I wanta Walla in Walla Walla
'cause Walla Walla's my home town!

QUITE POSSIBLY THE GREATEST
PIZZA IN THE WORLD!

>
z

2115 5th Ave. · Seattle

m

801

Euclid Way · Ellensburg

WALLA WALLA Special
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BLUE BANJO

~

CREATE YOUR OWN

~ *GRINDERS*
a.. ·
Z
W
W

a:

<!>

Futurint

)>

2115 5th AVENUE

It's a Sandwich
CANADIAN BACON
ROAST BEEF or VEGIE
with cheese, pickles,
onions & tomatoes
PLEASE ORDER FROM

POWER OUTPUT
Stereo
Min. RMS, both channels driven, from 20
to 20,000Hz, with no more than 0.1 %.

623-2624
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WOODEN NICKEL SPECIAL
Buy 1 Pitcher Get 1 FREE
with WOODEN NICKEL

*Wednesday:
LADIES NIGHT
1ot Schooners

300 WATTS PER CHANNEL INTO 2.4
AND 8 OHMS.
1

Sansui s Brilliant World of Stereo Sound

*Thursday:
COLLEGE NIGHT
$1.00 Pitcher with
Student Body , Card

*Friday & Saturday:
Ruerutions for 2 · 200

623-2624

YOUR BLUE BANJO WAITER

~~ PEPPERONI SAUSAGE

..._

total harmonic distortion.

Pick the Most Pleasureable
Products for your Palate

(/,)

!ft.!'}

0

z.
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BLUE B!IJO.
Pizza flia

n

,,,,....

Everything but Puyallup, Sumner ,
Tacoma & E v e r e -

Pepperoni, Sausage,
Mushrooms, Black Olives

a:
w

... .... - ...

PIZZAS TO GO!

Don't ·miss Mattson's 'Feature Album
Preview Show' Every
Wednesday at 7:30
pm on KXLE AM &
FM Radio.
4th & PINE

925-4606
CAMPUS CRIER

FlnEEN

FOUR SEASO·NS
116 E.4Th

Men·s and Women's

925-9134

Dress · Shoes
20% OFF .

SHOE SOLE

ROSSIGNOL
HART
KNEISSL
NORDIC A
MUNARI
CABER
LOOK
SALOMON

423 N. Pearl
~-

~.
\

CONCORD
LOOK GT
POLES
MOUNT
LEASHES

$130.00
55.00
7.95
8.50·
2.50
$203.95

Phone: 925-4310

Adeline's Cafe

,.,,)~ :_

:ifJl!/'Jk
~~, ~
~

•·')/

Staying in town for
Th~nksgiving? ·.

Join your friends at Adelines
for turkey dinn~r and ail the trim .
$300
Wednesday Nov. 26 from 2-8 pm
Closed Thursday Nov. 27
315 S. Main

962-9982

